Mt. Rainer sunrise

January 1, 2022

Learn from yesterday,
Live for today,
Hope for tomorrow ~ Albert Einstein

Photo by Morteza Safataj-featured photographer pages 5-9
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Meet Your

PAT FISHER
President

PEGGY ALEXANDER

VP WAM

CARRIE TRAX
VP Marketing

CLAUDIA WEINTRAUB
Secretary

JUNE KIEFER

3rd yr of 3 yr term

VACANT
VP Shows

TRACY WEBSTER
Membership Director

STEPHANIE STRONG
2nd yr of 3 yr term

LINDA SMITH
VP Programs

JAMES WEAVER
Treasurer

JOHN TRAX

1st yr of 3 yr term

Thanks to those board members who volunteered to continued serving,
and to those new board members who volunteered to serve in 2022.
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Annual

MEMBERSHIP RENEWEL
It’s that time of year when WAG members need to renew their membership.
Please take a moment to complete and forward your 2022 Membership renewal form.
Click on the link below to renew online today.
https://whatcomartguild.org/product/wag-membership-renewal/
Or, if you prefer to mail a check with a renewal form filled out, click on the below link
to download a membership form and forward it to the address provided below.
https://whatcomartguild.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/WAG_brochure_2019.pdf

Whatcom Art Guild
P.O. Box 3005
Bellingham, WA 98227

Current 2021 WAG memberships will expire December 31, 2021.
Absolute cut off for the Winter edition of the membership directory is 1/15/22.
The next published directory will be in the spring.
Absolute cut off to continue getting WAG newsletters is 2/28/22.

These are membership perks so get those renewals in :)
Questions regarding membership can be sent to membership@whatcomartguild.org
Thanks!

Tracy Webster
Director
WAG Membership
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January at the Whatcom Art Market
Happy New Year and every good wish for 2022 to our wonderful local community, customers and artists.
Time for new creativity and something fresh to mark the start of a new year! We have new artists joining
us at the Market and new creations throughout. Come visit and find that special something as a gift or to
freshen up the home. We have plenty to choose from - painting, photography, jewelry, woodwork,
glasswork, ceramics, soaps and lotions, handknit and woven fashions, all locally created.

The Art Market is the cooperative for the artists of the Whatcom Art Guild and is
open 7 days a week,11am to 6pm. Local covid requirements apply.
Featured Artists:
Every week during the year, we feature one of our artists for your enjoyment.
January 3-9: Rich Cavnar-ICM Abstract Photography. Rich uses ICM (Intentional Camera Movement) in
his photography to show impressions and abstractions that let natures color and shapes tell the story.
www.richcavnar.com https://www.instagram.com/richcavnar/
January 10-16: Pat Fisher, Huckleberry Threads. Handknitted and woven fashions using her own designs,
for you and your home, with a focus on color and texture. Custom orders welcome.
www.facebook.com/HuckleberryThreads.

January 17-23: Jean Kinney, Pastel, Oil & Cold Wax Paintings, and Handwoven Fashion. Jean specializes
in paintings of people, animals, flowers, and the landscape. Her recent creations include colorful, warm
handwoven shrugs – not to be missed! www.jeankinney.com.
January 24-30: Jeffery St Rose, Cosmic Imagery. Jefferey describes himself as an energy worker and
visual artist, combining his love of color and cosmic imagery into art to encourage your self-discovery.
Curious? Come visit or check out his website - www.azanon.com.

January 31-February 6: Jackson Faulkner, Fine Art Photography. Be captured by Jackson’s compelling
images, preserving the homes, buildings, equipment, and landscapes that we are sadly losing to decay
and neglect. www.roadsidereflections.com, Instagram at @jacksonfaulknernet.

Check out our artists’ creations online at www.whatcomartmarket.org. ‘Like’ us on Facebook or
Instagram for regular updates (@WhatcomArtMarket). Keep up with our news, (Whatcom Art
Guild and Whatcom Art Market) as part of Whatcom Arts Project @whatcomartsproject
(www.facebook.com/whatcomartsproject/).
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NIGHT SKIES by

Morteza Safataj

Gorgeous images of night skies around the world have been captured by photographer Morteza Safataj - and
some snaps took a year to plan. Safataj has shot photos across Iran and across national parks in Texas, Oregon,
Arizona, New Mexico and California. Originally from Iran but now a US citizen, he creates and balances shadows
in the foregrounds of his photos, which make the backdrop of the starry skies seem all the more theatrical.

The Milky Way over a salt lake between the provinces of East and West Azerbaijan in Iran.

The Milky Way puts on an incredible show over a salt lake between
the provinces of East and West Azerbaijan in Iran.

This shot was taken at Badab-e Surt, Iran's terraced hot springs.
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NIGHT SKIES by

Morteza Safataj

A windmill silhouetted against a glittering night sky at Big Bend National Park in Texas.

Electrifying thunderstorm over Lake Urmia in Iran.
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NIGHT SKIES by

Morteza Safataj

Safataj can be seen in the foreground
of this shot, taken in Arizona.

View of Delicate Arch, Moab Utah.
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NIGHT SKIES by

Morteza Safataj

The ultimate selfie: Safataj shot this mesmerizing self-portrait while exploring
Vedauwoo, an area of unique rock formations located in southeastern Wyoming.

The Milky Way and the northern light at Watchman peak, Crater Lake, California.
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NIGHT SKIES by

Morteza Safataj

A long-exposure shot of the night sky above a valley
close to the city of The Dalles in Oregon. Safataj's
friend drove his truck on the highway four times in
order to get the perfect shot of the car-light trace.

Big Bend National Park in Texas. Here the
Milky Way really comes alive.
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Here’s a fun quiz to test your ability to “Guess the Medium” used in the following pictures.
The member who has the most correct answers will win $50 cash.
The selection of mediums to choose from are:

Watercolor, Oil, Colored Pencil, and Pastel
Email the following by midnight JANUARY 12 to Joyce Norfolk at studiogals@aol.com
* The corresponding number of each piece of art, and
* The medium used for each photo—
for example #18 - pastel, # 19 colored pencil, etc.

The winner and the answers will be posted in the January 15th newsletter.

GOOD LUCK and Have Fun!
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New WAG member Lisa Aikenhead had three of her
photos juried into The Jansen Winter Juried Exhibit.

Lisa Aikenhead
“Shine A Light On Me”
Photography on archival paper
25 1/2″ x 37 1/2″
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Lisa Aikenhead
“The Chase: Wolves in Yellowstone”
Photography on archival paper
23 1/2″ x 37 1/2″ Sold
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Lisa Aikenhead
“Dream Back the Bison”
Photography on archival paper
26 1/2″ x 37 1/2″
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Congratulations to WAG member Belinda Botzong who
recently had her interpretive photo art juried into the
Thin Line Exhibition at The Art Center (TAC) at Highland
Park in Chicago.
The title was inspired by the idea of there being a thin line
between insanity and genius.
Belinda’s work.

The Art Center at Highland Park

The “THIN LINE EXHIBITION” is a juried open-call containing selected work
that builds a dialogue about the work of artistic expression.
The exhibit, which was on display in December at The Art Center, is meant to
celebrate those who see things a little different, and offers the viewer a peek
into their world. The Galleries at TAC are the first to exhibit this profound work
which was designed to celebrate “difference”.
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“My piece (below) which was selected for the exhibition was created using MRI images of my
son's brain where the cerebellum has been digitally replaced with pressed flowers that show
the pattern God used throughout creation to show the Mark of Life,” explains Belinda.

ABOVE - (left to right) One image has the cerebellum just highlighted by inverting that portion.
The next image has an Elderberry blossom, the next image has a Bearded Iris blossom, and the
last one has a heart of Hydrangea petals. These are all scanography images I’ve done and
manipulated to fit where the cerebellum is.

Belinda provides comments on Bipolar Depression.
“Bipolar cannot be "seen" on an MRI. It is seen in the day-to-day struggle of mood disorders.

It is seen in the acute phase of mania, or the subdued state of depression.
It is seen in the genius of the creativity it inspires, and the loss of productivity as anxiety
and irrational thoughts prevent one from meeting their potential.
It is seen in a psychiatrist office, a counseling session, or a psychiatric ward where reality
twists and turns while people with halos reach out to bring the mind back to a
steady state. It is seen in the night of sleepless energy, the deepest despair, and
the amazing senses of sight, sound, and visions.
Bipolar is seen in the most beautiful art, the most profound music, and the most prolific
writings. It tears us apart internally, twisting a family who desperately seeks help, answers,
love and acceptance.
It is amazing, gut-wrenching, overwhelming, and real.
It is seasonal, hormonal, nutrition, chemistry and is really hard to comprehend or describe.”
Belinda Botzong
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Ontario-based photographer Michael Davies timed this impressive shot of his friend Markus hurling
a thermos of hot tea through the air in -40°C weather. At such frigid temperatures water freezes
Instantly to form a dramatic plume of ice.

ABOUT THE PHOTO
Davies explains — “We drove 45 minutes to the top of a nearby mountain where the light, which is
almost always pink near the solstice, would hit the hills. Prepared with multiple thermoses filled with tea,
we began tossing the water and shooting. Nothing of this shot was to chance, I followed the temperature,
watched for calm wind, and planned the shot and set it up. The sun in the middle of the spray was
something I was hoping for, even though it’s impossible to control”.
Davies has worked as a photographer in the fly-in community of Pangnirtung in Canada’s High Arctic, only
20km south of the Arctic Circle, a place that sees about two hours of sunlight each day during the winter.

Lucia Heffernan’s “Yoga Chicks”
Acrylic paintings
YOGA CHICKS - Lucia Heffernan
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